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ABSTRACT

The anionic component in SrCi. near melting ia treated as a

modulated liquid in the periodic potential of the sublattice of cations.

With decreasing temperature from the melting point, we find a diffuse

disorder-order phase tranaition. The calculated •behaviours of the order

parameter and of thermodynamic properties approximate those ohserved for

SrCl- across its superionie transition.
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a diffuse phase transition

in the anionic component . The order-disorder transition is marked by a

peek in the heat capacity, whose temperature defines the transition temperature

T , and is accompanied by a rapid increase in anionic transport. Diffraction

studies have shown a rapid drop of Bragg diffraction intensities and the

emergence and growth of coherent quasi-elastic diffuse scattering with in-

creasing temperature across the transition.

In this letter we present an approximate theory of this phase

transition. We follow the anionic component of the solid vith decreasing

temperature from the melting point, treating it as a modulated liquid in the

periodic potential of the sublattice of cations. We find a diffuse "freezing"

transition of the anionic component, in which Its main order parameter increases

continuously from its finite value at melting. The non-linearity of this

growth is directly associated with a peak in the heat capacity.

Our starting point is the discussion of the freezing transition of
1*)

SrCJ_ given by D'Aguanno et al. on the basis of the measured partial
5)'

structure factors of the liquid , They shoved that the liquid is driven

by the short-range order in its cationic component into a crystal with high

residual disorder In the anionic component. Writing the single-particle

densities f>A^) o f t h e t w° components (i = +,-) in the solid as

where G denotes the reciprocal l a t t i ce vectors (RLV) of the FCC l a t t i c e ,

we f i r s t extend the calculations of D'Aguanno et a l . to include account of

the order parameters p^ associated with both the f i r s t two stars of RLV.

As is shown In F ig . l , these are (i) the star G = ( i l l ) , which i s placed In

correspondence with the main peak in the measured cation-cation structure

factor in the l iquid, and ( i i ) the star J(L = (200), which then falls near

the main peak in the anion-anion structure factor. This calculation, vhich

is carried out In the density wave theory of freezing upon linearization

in the order parameters of the anionic component, uses as input the

experimental values of the Ornstein-Zernike direct correlation functions •

•e, Ai.) in the liquid near freezing, related to the inverse of the matrix of

part ial structure factors S ,(k) by

• To be submitted for publication.
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The calculation y i e lds | pi | « |p i | , confirming tin, conclusions of

D'Aguanno et a l . We find In particular

^ s O.S75

(3)

at melting, whereas D'Aguanno et al, found pi; 0.2U under the assumption

We notice next that, in a perfect crystal with fluorite-type structure,the

Intensity of the Bragg reflection at £ is determined solely by the cations,

whereas that at G involves contributions from both cations and anions.

Combining this fact with the main features of the observed liquid structure in

Fig.l, we Identify p~' as the anionic order parameter of primary interest,
22

within the present restricted basis of order parameters, for describing the

behaviour of this component at temperature!below freezing. More precisely,

while both order parameters In Eq.(3) at melting can be interpreted as being

the result of modulation of the anionic component by an external periodic

potential with Fourier components U_ and U. due to the sublattice of

cations, at temperature!below freezing we shall preserve this interpretation

for pi only and follow instead the behaviour of p ~ by a non-linear theory.
Si iK

Volume changes with tenperature are small and will be neglected.

The free energy &F of the anionic component of the solid per particle,

relative to a homogeneous anionic liquid, is written as

where S = (k_T)~i, A is an irrelevant constant, -c^ =-c (°n)>
 DQ i s t h e

multiplicity of the {G ) star, and

(5)

(6)

These equation;, follow easily from the density functional foraulati on of the

density wave theory of freezing given by Hayjset and Oxtoby , after expansion

of the fret energy functional of the inhomogeneous system around the

corresponding homogeneous system but preserving a finite value for the

external modulating potential. The above-mentioned linear-response assumption

for p^~' implies further that^

(7)

at all temperatures. The values of U at the melting temperature T can

be determined, on the other hand, by requiring that the value of pi at
Cg

T^ in Eq.(3) is recovered upon minimization of AF in Eqs.(U)-(6). The

result is SU^ = -0.016 at Tm-

AF in Eqs.(lt)-(6) is a function of the order parameters with an

implicit temperature dependence entering through the quantities JC^ and U,,,

» 5.
these quantities being known, however, only at T . To obtain results

m

with a minijnal number of disposable parameters, ve retain below only the

temperature dependence of -e . Minimization of AF with respect to pi,

yields then this order parameter as a function of -CQ and hence as an ~

implicit function of temperature below T . The corresponding expression

for the excess entropy AS of the anions in the solid, relative to a

homogeneous state, is easily found as

(8)

and the excess heat capacity AC is given by

The numerical calculations were carried out by assuming that JZ as a function

of temperature has the form "

with
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where tj is a disposable parameter. This vas fixed by imposing that the

peak in the calculated AC should lie at the observed temperature of the

superionic transition in SrCl,, (T /T " =
2 me

Fig.2 shows the results for p i » and A,C as functions of

temperature. The qualitative behaviour of these results closely parallels
8)the observed behaviours of the excess entropy and heat capacity and of the

2 )
(£00) Bragg reflection in SrCJf across the superionic transit ion. The non-

f i <=
linear hehaviour of p*~' with temperature and its relationship with the

i?2
behaviours Of thermodynamic quantities are clearly evident, though the

saturation of J at temperatures below T in the theory appears to be

somewhat too slow. At a quantitative level, experiment yields for SrC£-,

an excess entropy of disorder near melting, relative to an extrapolation

from the low temperature solid, of about 1.3 11, and a peak value of the

excess heat capacity of about ih K^. Similarly, we estimate from the neutron
2)Bragg diffraction data of Sadoc and Allain a change in the intensity of the

(200) reflection by about a factor of four across the transition. It is also

interesting to remark that our value of -cQ at T (-CQ = 0.76) is not far

from the critical peak value proposed by Hansen and Verlet for a monoatomic

liquid at freezing (-cG a 0.65).

In conclusion, by treating the anionic component in solid SrCip at

high temperature as a modulated liquid which becomes progressively more

Structered vith decreasing temperature, we have established satisfactory

contact with observed thermodynamic and structural properties of thi3 material

across its diffuse phase transition.
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS

Fig.l The observed cation-cation and anion-anion structure factors of

liquid SrCig at 1198K, from neutron diffraction data of McGreevy

and Mitchell {Ref.5), in juxtaposition with the stars of KLV of the

FCC la t t ice , shown by the vertical Toars. The cation-anion structure

factor (not shown) couples the two components of the liquid.

Pig. 2 Calculated behaviours of pi"/pi, , AS and AC for ErCJl as
~1 d

functions of temperature from melting at T across, the superionic
m

transition at T .
c
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